Q1, 2021

Macro View
The January Georgia runoff election gave the Democratic Party a one-vote
advantage in the Senate and the Biden Administration wasted no time pushing
through a new round of massive fiscal spending. Meanwhile, the vaccine rollout
continued to accelerate and states reopened or removed pandemic restrictions.
All of the positive momentum contributed to new highs in equity prices and
caused longer maturity treasury yields to rise materially. (see Figure 1).
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The yield curve steepened significantly with longer duration Treasury yields
rising some 60-80 basis points as markets contemplated higher economic growth
and large deficits. 2021 will likely see some of the greatest economic expansion
metrics as the U.S. emerges from the pandemic in tandem with supercharged
fiscal spending. Following up on the $1.9T American Rescue Plan passed in
January, President Biden has laid out the framework for additional fiscal stimulus
including a massive $2T infrastructure plan and a $1T family spending package.
Spread sector valuations largely reflect a return to economic normalcy supported
by easy monetary policy and fiscal stimulus. The transition away from massive
fiscal and monetary support as market guideposts to underlying economic
fundamentals will be bumpy offering investment opportunities. The path
forward continues to be driven by progress to tamp down the pandemic, but the
outcome looks to be heavily tilted towards the upside.
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Monetary Policy
The Federal Reserve (Fed) met twice in the first quarter, most recently in March, leaving policy
unchanged while upgrading their growth and employment forecasts. The Fed maintained course on
asset purchases – $80B of Treasury and $40B of agency mortgage-backed securities a month. More
importantly, Fed officials stressed that any conclusion to the current accommodative policy stance is well
in the future after inflation and employment data recover to levels acceptable to the Fed. Markets were
firmly in the Fed’s camp at the start of the year as the pandemic flared and political uncertainty was high.
Yet, with the decline in COVID cases and widespread vaccine rollout, markets have pulled forward
expectations for the first hike to late 2022 (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: Fed Funds Futures
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Chairman Powell acknowledged “the economy is a long way” from the Fed’s employment and inflation
goals. Further, while he expects inflation to rise above 2% this year, it is expected to be transitory and
not enough to require a monetary policy response. Subsequent appearances by Powell and other Fed
officials replayed the theme of patience even as economic data surprised significantly above expectations.
The end result has money markets anchored by zero interest rate policy while the belly of the yield curve
exhibits some volatility as markets anticipate lift-off.
Markets
Risk assets continued to build on their year-end surge as the Biden Administration pressed forward with
massive fiscal stimulus, vaccine distribution increased markedly and states reopened their economies.
Major risk asset classes zoomed to new highs while the Treasury curve bear steepened. Longer-duration
Treasury yields increased 60-80 basis points contributing to deeply negative fixed income returns for the
quarter. The Fed has reiterated its lower for longer mantra capping the recent rise in yields.
The pace of investment grade new issuance slowed as the quarter progressed as most corporate issuers
have taken advantage of market conditions over the last ten or so months. However, high yield
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companies issued a record level of bonds in the quarter easing financing concerns and tightening credit
spreads. Financial conditions are at their easiest on record by many measures supporting credit markets
while spreads have returned to pre-pandemic levels increasing the importance of selective sector and
security decisions as the year progresses.
The Fed’s Vice Chair for Supervision and current Chair of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) put money
funds on notice for further regulatory reform during a recent speech. He specifically mentioned the strain
money market funds exhibited during the COVID crisis noting that institutional investors pulled 30% of
money funds’ assets during a two week mid-March 2020 period stressing money markets and forcing the
Fed to step in and provide market support. He noted that it was a faster run than during the September
2008 market turmoil. Therefore, the FSB will publish a report for consultation in July on policy proposals
to improve money market fund resilience as the recent set of reforms proved insufficient.
The SEC comment period recently closed on the President’s Working Group on Financial Markets list of
proposed measures to improve money market fund resiliency. Unsurprisingly, the structural proposals
that would increase costs and reduce yields found the most opposition (like implementing capital buffers
or a minimum balance at risk where some of each shareholders’ balance would be subject to a redemption
delay). If enacted, those changes would effectively drive prime money funds out of business. The U.S.
Treasury is also reviewing market vulnerabilities. Therefore, over the summer, regulators, the Fed and
Treasury will work towards definitive policy and we should have a good idea of what the next round of
MMF reform looks like later this year.
Looking Forward
The worst of the pandemic has passed and the U.S. is now quickly pivoting to a fully open economy amid
massive fiscal and monetary stimulus. Sector and security decisions should drive performance going
forward as markets have priced in much of the return to pre-pandemic economic activity. We believe
the Fed will stay the course holding money market rates low, but will have a difficult time managing
market expectations should the economy grow too strongly.
Money market reform is coming once more likely impacting prime funds more so than their government
counterparts. It is an opportune time to begin the process of a prime fund alternative separately
managed account. Changes are coming and, according to Crane Data, prime funds are offering yields
just a handful of basis points over the risk-free alternative.
Please contact the desk with questions or to discuss investment opportunities.
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